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2004.IntroductionRussell McDougall and Iain DavidsonThis book is a product of one of those

happy pieces of serendipity that can occur in universities. Both editors had an interest in the

work of members of the Roth family, Davidson as an archaeologist interested in the

documentation of the material culture of 19th century Aborigines, and McDougall as a scholar

of postcolonial literatures encountering the Roth name and legend through the fiction of

Caribbean novelist and essayist Wilson Harris. We discovered our mutual interest through

competition for the same books in the library, and, our curiosity piqued by the coincidence of

interest by people of such apparently distinct disciplines, we began to talk. It soon emerged

that the grand theme in studies of the Roth family was the question of the relation between a

nascent anthropology and a colonial administration.We convened a conference and might have

been content with that. But it established a dialogue among scholars working on the Roths

across a remarkable number of different disciplines, and we wanted not only to continue but

also to provide some broader access to that dialogue. Seven descendants of Mathias Roth, the

Hungarian founder of this remarkable family, also attended the conference. Some had not met

or even known of each other before. All were intrigued that their family should excite scholarly

interest and attract people from overseas to attend a conference in Australia. For both of us,

one of the highlights was to be greeted in the foyer of the hotel adjacent to the conference

venue with a cheery ‘Hello, my name is Walter E Roth’, a mere hundred years after Wally’s

grandfather of the same name was Chief Protector of Aborigines for Queensland.FamilyOne of

the themes of this book, then, is family. How did one family produce two great names – Henry

Ling Roth (1855–1925) and Walter Edmund Roth (1861–1933) – in one discipline,

anthropology, at a time when the discipline itself was so young? And how did so many others

ofFigure 0.1 World map (Drawn by Mike Roach)the family – Felix Norman Roth (1857–1921),

Vincent Roth (1889–1967) and George Kingsley Roth (1903–60) – come to make their own

contributions to the same discipline? Part of the answer is provided in the figure of Mathias

Roth. Hungarian by birth, Jewish yet from a town where Jews were not allowed to live, he left

his homeland after the failed Hungarian revolution of 1848. Henry, Walter and Felix were three

of his seven sons and two daughters, all born in England after his marriage to a Christian

woman, Anna Maria Collins. In an atmosphere of pluralistic religious pragmatism, and a

household that provided the focus of a cosmopolitan society of liberal-minded people from all

over Europe, the Roth family ‘made otherness the norm’ as Judit Brody – herself a refugee

from Hungary to England after the Russian invasion of 1956 – phrases it in Chapter 1 of this

volume.Mathias was a medical doctor, a follower of the approach to healthy living of the

Swedish gymnast Per Henrik Ling (from whom Henry got his second name). Among Mathias’s

sons, Bernard (1852–1915), Felix, Reuter (1858–1924) and Walter all qualified medically, while



Alfred died before qualifying. Further details of the family are set out in Chapter 2 by Barrie

Reynolds, who has been researching a biography of Walter Roth for 20 years.TravelHenry

initially entered business as an accountant with the Austro-Hungarian Bank and then with

Kann, Roth and Co in London, but in 1875 he accepted an offer to help manage a sugar

plantation in British Guiana. He stayed only six months in the West Indies, as his employer

failed to honour the agreement. For two years after that he managed the estates of Munro

Butler-Johnstone in the Samara province of eastern Russia. Following publication of his Notes

on the Agriculture and Peasantry of Eastern Russia in 1878, he was commissioned by English

businessmen to investigate the Queensland sugar industry (HL Roth 1880). He had an uncle in

Australia, his mother’s brother, and he leapt at the opportunity.Felix followed him out a few

years later. He was a ship’s engineer at this stage, trading for tortoiseshell and other exotic

items up and down the east coast of Australia. Around the southern parts of New Guinea he

traded flatiron for spearheads and knives and cartridges for old Snider rifles in return for bird of

paradise skins. Sometimes too he was engaged on the ‘coffin ships’ (tramp steamers) and mail

boats, but he preferred to avoid these if he could. In Brisbane for a while he helped a black

Barbadian friend, Jack Dowridge (‘The Black Diamond’), run his boxing saloon. In later life Felix

was full of wild tales of pearl prospecting, shark fishing, cargo broaching, shipwrecks and

native attacks in the islands. But in 1881 he married, and returned to England to study

medicine.Bernard by this time had joined his father in orthopaedic practice, specialising in the

treatment of lateral curvature of the spine, although he also published on medical gymnastics

and the sanitary aspects of dress (Plarr 1930:246). But Reuter had only just matriculated when

Felix arrived home from the South Seas, and no doubt his brother’s tales of adventure assisted

his own decision to emigrate. Reuter spent most of his life in Sydney, and was one of the

founders of the St John Ambulance Association in New South Wales, as well as being

prominent in establishing the Royal Life-Saving Society and the Red Cross Society in Sydney

(‘Obituary’ 1914:1083).Henry was Honorary Secretary of the Mackay Planters’ and Farmers’

Association (Queensland) from 1881 to 1884. He worked in Mackay as an agent for the

wealthy agricultural scientist and founder of Rothamstead Experimental Station in England, Sir

JB Lawes. But after Felix’s departure, he too returned to England. Next he accepted a

commission to France, reporting to British interests on the dairy-farming industry, peasant

proprietorship and continental systems of irrigation (see HL Roth 1882, 1885a, 1885b).Then

Walter decided to emigrate, leaving his marriage to elope with a woman who died soon after

their arrival in the colony in 1887. Reynolds provides the detail of Walter’s early years in

Australia in Chapter 2. In 1894 Walter was appointed government surgeon attached to

hospitals in far western Queensland first at Boulia then at Cloncurry and Normanton, and in

1898 he became the state’s first Northern Protector of Aborigines. He served in that position

until 1904, when he was made Chief Protector. In 1904 he was seconded to head the Royal

Commission into the condition of Aboriginals in north-west Western Australia.Henry married,

settled in Halifax and acquired the part-time position of Curator of the Bankfield Museum in

June 1890, graduating to its part-time and finally to full-time Keeper. He built the previously

chaotic institution into a model teaching museum of prime importance. Felix’s marriage was

less happy, and he escaped it by entering the Medical Service of the Niger Coast Protectorate

in West Africa, where he was stationed from 1892 to 1898. Henry writes: ‘When Benin was

captured the King [ie the Oba] escaped and my brother with three officers was sent after him

into the bush. The hardship was so great that these three officers died within twelve months,

while my brother got blackwater fever and was incapacitated whereupon the grateful

Government gave him the Noble Order of the Boot’ (Norman-Roth nd:3). Returning to England,



Felix discovered that he had already been reported dead in the press. In fact, he died of heart

failure on 11 November 1921 in Monte Carlo, aged 65.AnthropologyHenry Ling RothThe

family’s first contributions to anthropology were made by Henry Ling, who like many British

ethnologists of his time saw no necessity to visit the peoples and places that he wrote about.

Thus he never visited Tasmania, although the heavily revised second edition of his first book,

The Aborigines of Tasmania (1899), remained the basic source until publication of George

Augustus Robinson’s journals in 1966. The first edition of Henry’s book was published in 1890

in a limited edition of 200 copies. In his Preface, Edward Tylor praised Roth’s picture of ‘the

extinct native race of Tasmania’ as approaching ‘absolute completeness’ (HL Roth 1890a). In

the recent controversy surrounding attempts to downplay the degree of settler violence against

the Tasmanians, attention has turned again to Henry’s work (see McDougall 2007). Henry also

did not visit Sarawak or Benin, although he wrote major works about the indigenous cultures of

both places. Robert Hampson considers the Sarawak material in Chapter 3, and Russell

McDougall discusses the West African work in Chapter 4.While Henry’s principal contributions

to early anthropology were based on careful scholarly synthesis of the observations of others –

Great Benin: Its Customs, Arts and Horrors (1903) is partly based on first-hand accounts by his

brother Felix, The Natives of Sarawak and British North Borneo 2 Vols. (1896) is based chiefly

on the papers of Hugh Brooke Low – it cannot be said that his approach was simply derivative.

Henry enunciated the principle that anthropology is ‘essential to every civilised community

which trades with, or is called upon to govern native communities’ (quoted by Hampson in

Chapter 3 of this volume). He believed that colonial administrators, in their management of

indigenous peoples, needed to take account of the level of civilisation they had achieved. Body

marking, in his view, was one way to determine that level. Alice Gorman discusses Henry’s

various studies of body marking in Chapter 5.Henry’s published output was as prodigious as it

was culturally and geographically diverse. Great Benin was republished as recently as 1969 in

the US. He extended his work on Sarawak and Borneo into a book entitled Oriental Silverwork,

Malay and Chinese... A Handbook for Connoisseurs, Collectors, Students and Silversmiths

(1910). It was revived for publication in 1966 and again in 1993, and remains ‘a standard

reference’ for scholars and collectors of antique Malay and Peranakan silver (Fraser-Lu

1993:vii). His writings about Pacific cultures also were extensive (see McDougall & Croft 2005),

although he was not able to complete before his death the major work on tattoo and the

decorative arts that he planned. The Maori Mantle (1923) was said by Sir Peter Buck (Te Rangi

Hiroa) to contain ‘the most intensive work that has so far been published on any Polynesian

craft’ (1924:77). Perhaps the most ambitious of his many writings on weaving, spinning and

handmade textiles, it was reprinted in 1979. Studies in Primitive Looms (1918) was reprinted in

1934, 1950 and again in 1977, and remains an important source for contemporary artisans.

Henry also established the long and successful Bankfield Museum Notes series of

publications, 23 numbers in all, primarily based around the museum’s own ethnographic

collections (now dispersed and lost forever) and financed entirely from his own pocket.Walter

Edmund RothBut it is Henry’s younger brother, Walter, who is probably the most remarkable

figure in the history of anthropology. Reynolds in Chapter 2 provides the outline of his life, and

John Mulvaney lays out the intellectual roots and contexts of his pioneering work in

anthropology in Chapter 6. One of the motivations for this book, and the conference that

preceded it, was the claim that Baldwin Spencer and Frank Gillen were the founders of

fieldwork-based anthropology (Morphy 1997), systematising a discipline that had otherwise

been based on unsystematic observations and anecdotes from travellers and geographers. Yet

Walter’s first great work, Ethnological Studies among the North-West-Central Queensland



Aborigines (1897), preceded their first book, and it too was based on fieldwork. Mulvaney

shows how enmeshed were the lives and careers of Spencer and Roth and goes some way

toward providing the re-assessment of Roth that he proposed in his 1985 biography of Spencer

(Mulvaney & Calaby 1985:387).Mulvaney’s chapter is the first chapter by an archaeologist. In

Chapter 7 Iain Davidson, also an archaeologist, deals directly with North West Central

Queensland. Davidson shows that despite the dreadful destruction of Aboriginal societies –

people for whom Walter cared as a doctor, and studied as an anthropologist – there is both

oral knowledge and archaeological evidence to fill the gaps in his account. In another example

of survival of oral history, Larissa Behrendt’s (2003) assessment of the accounts of Eliza

Fraser’s shipwreck and survival on Fraser Island in the 1830s and Olga Miller’s (1998) oral

history of the Aboriginal perspective on the same events suggests the more recent evidence is

the more accurate. This enables us to understand better the constraints under which Walter

Roth undertook his anthropological investigations.Figure 0.2 Map of North Queensland (Drawn

by Kate Khan, reproduced with the permission of the Australian Museum)Whatever the

constraints and however deep the destruction of people and society, those who survived still

spoke the languages they had been brought up with – and some still do. Walter made every

effort to record the languages of the peoples he worked with. In Chapter 8 Gavan Breen,

himself an authority on a number of these same languages, synthesises and assesses all of

Roth’s linguistic work. This will doubtless become a standard starting point for considering

North Queensland languages, and it has only been possible because, as Breen says, of

Walter’s ability ‘to elicit vocabulary correctly from an unfamiliar language was as good as that

of a competent modern linguist’.Walter’s other great contribution to Australian Aboriginal

studies was through his material culture collections – often the focus of interest for

archaeologists. In Chapter 10 Richard Robins considers the importance of his collections in the

Queensland Museum and something of their original motivation; and in Chapter 11 Kate Khan

discusses the larger collection that Walter controversially sold to the Australian Museum.

Robins emphasises the importance of Walter’s documentation of his collections through his

publication. He also stresses that the collections had little impact in raising awareness of

Aboriginal culture in Queensland. Khan considers the reasons why Walter sold the bulk of his

collection to the Australian Museum – an act that formed one of the ostensible pretexts for

political opposition to him in Queensland.Colonial Administration and ControversyFrom the

publication of his Ethnological Studies in 1897 to his departure from Queensland in 1906,

Walter’s life was increasingly taken up with colonial administration and controversy. This history

is determined to large degree by another significant 1897 publication: the Aboriginals

Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. In the following year Walter was appointed

Protector of Aboriginals for the Northern and Central Division, which involved a move to

Cooktown, in Cape York Peninsula. This was a position created and defined by the 1897 Act.

Perusal of Walter’s annual reports shows that he was concerned about the implementation of

the Act, and he records the instances in which Aboriginal people in each town were in court for

offences relating to alcohol and opium – a practice not followed by his successors. Boulia,

where Walter had originally been posted as medical officer, was the centre of a region where

the endemic, nicotine-based drug pituri was traded (Watson 1983). Here he recorded no

instances of opium abuse in the courts, partly because there may have been fewer Asians

selling opium, but perhaps because the indigenous trade he documented was still going on –

as, indeed, knowledge of it continued into the 1970s. Because of its sections about the sale of

opium, the Act affected people of Asian origin as well as Aborigines. As Regina Ganter shows

in Chapter 9, interactions between Aborigines, non-Aborigines and Asians were complex in



relation to both employment and intermarriage.Walter clashed with the Southern Protector,

Archibald Meston, who was one of the architects of the Act, over the removal of Aboriginal

people to reserves. Walter’s approach was apparently more sympathetic to their remaining on

their ancestral lands. When Meston was removed from office, Walter became Chief Protector,

and Meston became his enemy, campaigning publicly against him.The opposition of

Queensland’s pastoralists may have been a point in favour of Walter’s appointment to head

Australia’s first Royal Commission into the treatment of Aborigines. So might the fact that he

had never been to Western Australia before. He was generally well informed, fearless and

impartial. As President of the anthropological section of the Australian Association for the

Advancement of Science (1902) and an honorary member of both the Berlin Anthropological

Institute and the Anthropological Society of Florence, his credentials also were impeccable.

Curiously, the Governor of Western Australia at the time was Sir Frederick Bedford, who had

led Walter’s brother Felix in the attack against Chief Nana in the Niger Coast Protectorate

several years earlier.In Chapter 13 Geoffrey Gray explores the effects of Walter’s actions as

Royal Commissioner, investigating the much publicised and debated condition of Aboriginals in

Western Australia. The recommendations of the Roth Royal Commission were for the most

part intended to bring race relations more securely ‘under the rule of law’, granting greater

powers to the Chief Protector (in part to prevent sexual relations between black and white), but

they also included some measures aimed at preserving traditional lifestyles – such as the

establishment of native reserves. Predictably, the Report caused a furore when it was tabled in

the Western Australian parliament, and generated great debate in the local press, and Walter

again was the subject of ridicule, particularly from the pastoralists. But it was discussed much

more favourably in the British House of Commons, and so could not be ignored. Roth’s

recommendations led directly to the many reforms of the 1905 Aborigines Act, including the

abolition of neck chains for native prisoners. But the Roth Report did little substantially to alter

the condition of the Aboriginal population in Western Australia. And the international attention it

received proved ironically counterproductive in other areas of darkness. After hearing of the

harsh treatment of Aborigines in Western Australia, King Leopold of Belgium, for example,

‘refused to accept British strictures on Belgian atrocities in the Congo’ (Healy 1978:209; see

also The Sadness of a Dying Race). Gray’s view is that the negative impact on Aborigines of a

number of the policy outcomes of the Commission could not have been envisaged by its

author, who stated unambiguously in his Report that ‘the cruelties and abuses met with in the

unsettled areas cannot be longer hidden or tolerated’ (quoted by Gray, Chapter 13).Back in

Queensland, Walter was under fire from influential people in the white society of Cooktown,

who petitioned the State Member for Cook against his reappointment as Chief Protector. This

was tabled in the Legislative Assembly in November 1905. Walter answered each of the

accusations, and the petition was rejected. Within a year, however, he resigned his post and

left Australia forever.Ann McGrath and Helen Pringle discuss the dirty campaign against Walter

in more detail in Chapter 12 and in Chapter 14. Although, as McGrath documents, the

opposition was fierce from white men outraged at being forced by the Act and the Protector to

pay Aboriginal workers and to refrain from sexual relations with Aboriginal women, Walter was

also accused of peddling pornography. He had used the word himself in the famous final

section of his 1897 monograph, although as Pringle says, the subject matter was hardly the

stuff we would call pornography today. While Walter was away conducting the Royal

Commission into the condition of Aborigines in Western Australia, the argument became

heated. It turned upon a photograph he had taken, apparently to prove a point made by a small

line drawing in the 1897 book, which had subsequently been disputed. McDougall points out in



Chapter 4, in his discussion of Felix’s West African photographs, that photography had been an

important ethnographic tool at least since the 1850s. Yet the history of anthropological

photography is so chequered, particularly in relation to its apparent fetishising of sexual

subjects, that many modern anthropologists remain uneasy about its validity. Certainly Walter

was not alone in showing an anthropological interest in sexual matters. After all, Malinowski’s

Sexual Life of Savages (1932) is one of the founding texts of modern anthropology. Pringle

observes that Walter was particularly interested in genital cutting. The contentious photograph,

of an Aboriginal man and woman in coitus, was intended to demonstrate an unusual sex

position as important evidence that the cutting of the penis did not prevent fertilisation. In

Walter’s view the photograph was simply the proof of a scientific argument. However, we have

chosen not to reproduce the offending photograph in this book.It is clear from Pringle’s and

McGrath’s evidence that there was a systematic campaign against Walter, purportedly beating

up a moral controversy, yet in reality responding to his attempts to curb both the economic and

sexual exploitation of Aborigines. Still, by present standards, McGrath suggests, Walter’s

photograph places him ironically among those many other white men in colonial Queensland

whom he opposed as sexual opportunists. In effect, he compromised the integrity of his own

efforts to protect the Aboriginal subjects in his care, depriving them of their dignity before the

camera lens.When Downing Street requested a report on Walter’s services, and upon the

circumstances leading to his resignation, the Governor of Queensland, Lord Chelmsford, wrote

ungenerously: ‘Although Dr. Roth during the time he held the position of Chief Protector of

Aborigines did valuable work there were a number of complaints with regard to the manner in

which he, at times, performed his duties’.1 So ended Walter Roth’s career in Australia.British

GuianaThe official reason for Walter’s resignation as Chief Protector of Aborigines in

Queensland was ill health. But then why would he have applied immediately to the Imperial

Government for a post in British Guiana (now Guyana)? He spent 23 years in the British

Colonial Service there, first as the government medical officer, magistrate and Protector of

Indians in the Pomeroon district, then as Stipendiary Magistrate of the Demerara River District.

He was later Government Archivist and Curator of the Georgetown Museum. He wrote three

major works, all published by the US Bureau of American Ethnology: An Inquiry into the

Animism and Folklore of the Guiana Indians (1915), An Introductory Study of the Arts, Crafts,

and Customs of the Guiana Indians (1924) and Additional Studies of the Arts, Crafts, and

Customs of the Guiana Indians, with Special Reference to those of Southern British Guiana

(1929). He also translated a number of the important earlier works of the region’s ethnographic

and travel literature from the Dutch and German sources (Van Berkel 1925; MR Schomburgk

1922–23; RH Schomburgk 1931).Neil Whitehead gives an overview in Chapter 15 of Walter’s

ethnology of British Guiana. While understandable, it is a shame that his South America work

is so little known in Australia, or for that matter that his Australian writings are not better known

in Guyana, Venezuela and Surinam. The Walter Roth Papers in Georgetown suggest, for

instance, that shortly before his departure from Australia he must have met the German

anthropologist Hermann Klaatsch (1863–1916), as a number of Klaatsch’s photographs are

held there. Walter’s Queensland fieldwork undoubtedly laid the foundation for his subsequent

Amerindian researches. In British Guiana, whenever a difficulty of interpretation presented

itself, Walter naturally searched his Australian experience for some clue or point of reference

(see McDougall 1998, 2002). He contrasts Amerindian powers of visual mimicry – the use of

visual camouflage or decoys as a hunting skill – with Queensland Aboriginals’ use of smell to

make an inanimate object imitate the presence of a human being (by placing a spear

moistened with sweat in the path of a kangaroo, for example, to turn the animal in the direction



of the hunter). More importantly, perhaps, the comparison moves him to conclude that fraud

and imposture (unlike mimicry) are a result of colonisation: they come as a result of the

Indian’s envy of the white man and his aping the low-caste European with whom it usually was

his unfortunate lot to come into contact (WE Roth 1921:34; see also, in Roth 1903:16, his

‘Suggested explanation of the “black jump-up white-fellow” idea’). He concludes:I find great

consolation in knowing that though the principle which governed my efforts on behalf of the

North Queensland aboriginals could not be carried out in its entirety, owing to the scarcity of

first-class upright conscientious missionary men and women willing to sacrifice their lives for

the benefit of the savage, I strained every point to secure immense Reserves where the

natives are confined, where fire-arms, trade, clothes, and Europeans are not permitted, with

the result that the race is allowed to work out its own destiny and suffered to live and die in

peace(WE Roth 1921:34).This hints at the degree of influence Roth’s Australian experience

must have had upon his framing of the Aboriginal Protection Acts in British Guiana.

Remarkably, in both countries he worked towards conditions similar to those suggested by the

Act in Queensland, with regulated wages, reserves and removals of children for their

protection. In Chapter 16 Janette Bulkan and Arif Bulkan explore the legacy of Walter Roth’s

colonial administration in British Guiana, and observe its continuing influence upon legislation

affecting the lives of Amerindians in modern Guyana.AP Elkin credited Walter Roth as the

founder of social anthropology in Australia, and the obituary published in the Georgetown Daily

Chronicle dubbed him ‘the father of Ethnology in British Guiana’ (WIG 1933:2). He was, at the

time of his death in 1933, the sole life member of the American Anthropological

Association.The Next GenerationVincent Roth, OBE 1951Walter had a number of children from

different marriages and other relationships. Only Vincent Roth, born in Brisbane, followed in his

father’s footsteps. In 1907, when he arrived in British Guiana to join his father, Vincent was 18.

He spent the next 30 years in the interior, working as a surveyor and magistrate, and then only

departed for Barbados after the blackwater fever had nearly killed him. Folklorist, historian,

legislator, naturalist and long-serving Honorary Secretary of the Royal Agriculture and

Commercial Society, Vincent contributed immensely to the development of Guyana. He was

also the author of many works of natural history and wildlife, including Fish Life in British

Guiana: A Popular Guide to the Colonial Fishes (1943), Notes and Observations on Animal Life

in British Guiana, 1907–1941: A Popular Guide to Colonial Mammalia (1943), Path-Finding on

the Mazaruni: The Journal of Six Expeditions on the Banks of the Mazaruni River in British

Guiana in Search of an Alignment for a Road or Railway during the Years 1922, 1923 and 1924

(1949), A Plea for the Better Conservation and Protection of Wild Life in British Guiana,

together with a Comparative Schedule of the Wild Life Protection Laws in other English-

Speaking Lands and a Proposed Wild Life Protection Ordinance (1949) and Tales of the Trails

(c 1960). Michael Bennett, Vincent’s son-in-law and the editor of his diaries (Bennett 2003a,

2003b), provides a sketch of Vincent’s life and his contribution to the cultural history of Guyana

in Chapter 17.George Kingsley Roth, OBE 1957, CMG 1954Henry Ling Roth married Nancy

Harriette Haigh at Lightcliffe in June 1893. They had two sons, Alfred Bernard (1898–1951)

and George Kingsley (1903–60), named after the famed African traveller Mary Kingsley. Alfred

took a degree in colour chemistry at the University of Liverpool and devoted most of his

working life to managing John Bright and Co’s carpet mill at Rochdale (near Halifax). George

Kingsley studied initially at the University of Liverpool, but after his father’s death in 1928 he

applied for a position with the Colonial Office in the Far East. In 1928 he joined the colonial

administration in Fiji, and except for a short stint at Zanzibar (1937) he served there more or

less continuously from that time. He produced two important books: the fourth edition of Fiji:



Handbook of the Colony (1936), which described in detail the history, economy, culture and

administrative organisation of the colony; and Fijian Way of Life (1953), which celebrated both

the traditional culture and the contemporary administrative and social structure. It is the latter

that provides Julian Croft’s focus in Chapter 18. George Kingsley was Secretary for Fijian

Affairs from 1954 until his retirement in 1957, when he returned to England and became

Honorary Keeper of the Fijian Collection at Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and

Anthropology. His brother, Alfred, willed his estate to the Museum; and the George Kingsley

Roth Fund, established at Christ’s College, now supports scholarship at Cambridge in East

Asian, South Asian and Pacific Basin studies.As George W Stocking (1993) pointed out over a

decade ago: ‘Ironically, as the link between anthropology and colonialism became more widely

accepted within the discipline during the 1960s and 1970s, serious interest in examining the

link diminished’. More recently the relationship between anthropology and colonial

administration has become the subject of contentious discussion (eg Thomas 1994; Cheater

1986). But there has been little sustained biographical or empirical focus to the discussion. This

book aims to examine the relationship between colonial administration and anthropology,

across a range of colonial and cultural contexts, through consideration of the multiple

contributions of the remarkable Roth family.We emphasise Walter Roth’s contribution in

particular because of the importance of his empirical contributions and the depth of his

involvement in colonial administration. Between 1901 and 1906, apart from his regular

administrative reports to the Police Commissioner in Brisbane concerning Aboriginal welfare,

Walter published 18 bulletins on northern Queensland ethnography. He laid the foundation for

ethnography in northern Queensland; and in British Guiana his work was similarly foundational.

Walter’s ethnography of Guyana’s Indians has a cross-cultural potentiality built into it that

extends beyond Latin America and the Caribbean to northern Queensland. Yet he did not

attempt any grand overarching theory. Rather he simply brought into juxtaposition materials not

cross-referenced before so that they might resonate intellectually and excite the curiosity of

those who followed – as they did, for example, the novelist Wilson Harris in Guyana.Of the

family members considered here, only Henry was not active in colonial administration. Yet his

anthropological work on Benin and Sarawak relied heavily on the first-hand experience of

those who were involved – his brother Felix with the Niger Coast Protectorate and Hugh

Brooke Low with the Sarawak Government Service. In any case, a number of the theoretical

issues suggested by Henry’s anthropology also are part of the context for Walter’s work,

underscoring the philosophy that made his protection of Aboriginal people unpopular in

Queensland and led to his departure for British Guiana.In part at least, Henry’s lack of profile in

modern anthropology is a result of the ideological embedding in his work of an evolutionist

‘hierarchy of races’.2 This was the dominant paradigm of Victorian anthropology, and while it

was discredited in the early 20th century by Franz Boas and others working away from alleged

biological fixities and categories of ‘race’ and toward a more ‘plastic’ conception of cultural

identity, it did not entirely disappear. Rather, it found its métier through Europe’s need to

manage its empires, in a hugely diverse range of cultural contexts where anthropology

functioned in the service of colonial administration, and by the similar needs of the United

States with its ‘internal colonialism’ of American Indians (O’Flaherty & Shapiro 2002). Henry

questioned the relativities of some of the racial types yet embraced the overall system of

physical anthropology (see McDougall 2002). And his son, Kingsley, took into the field the

lingering hierarchies of that earlier science as they appeared in the new salvage anthropology.

Confined to armchair anthropology by health and marriage, Henry was in many ways proto-

Boasian, recording in as much detail as possible the supposedly vanishing races and their



cultures. There is now an intellectual suspicion of those whose emphasis was on gathering

information, rather than on assisting the cultural survival of the peoples they studied. Yet the

same racial typologies were at work in the cultural anthropology of empire management. In

British Guiana as in Queensland, the protectionist agenda that Walter administered (and

indeed helped to establish) contributed dramatically, though unintentionally, to the racialising of

colonial society.In Queensland, Walter had been pleased by the opportunity for fieldwork that

colonial service gave him. So, when things went bad there, his main reason for accepting the

Imperial Government’s offer of a post in British Guiana was to conduct an ‘ethnographical

survey’ of its indigenous peoples.3 After some years, however, he began to think that the

‘official life’ of administration was ‘scientifically wasteful’, and he looked for ‘some congenial

billet’ in the US.4 Failing that, he hoped the Smithsonian Institute might be induced to engage

him at least on some temporary ‘piece of South American work’ that would be of ‘mutual

advantage’.5 But when the US decided to enter the war the financial commitment involved in

that decision dashed all his hopes. He was caught permanently then on the horns of a

dilemma: reviewers of his anthropological works regretted that he did not say how he came by

his information; but if he answered their objection, he risked the authorities thinking that he

neglected his official duties.6 In the first 16 years, he took hardly a single holiday from colonial

service.7 Yet his anthropological achievements are enormous.As modern scholarship

continues to unpick and re-work the complex colonial entanglements of colonial administration

and anthropology, the work of the Roth family – Henry, Felix, Vincent, George Kingsley and
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April, 1, 8PART 1The Background and Scope of the Roth FamilyCHAPTER 1Making

Otherness the NormJudit BrodyIf any single occupational group deserves the credit – or the

blame – for bringing us into the postmodern era, it is the anthropologists. They created a new

profession out of otherness, and their findings made it impossible for any literate person to

believe that there is only one way of seeing the world(Wagner 1995:53).Walter Edmund Roth

and Henry Ling Roth were pioneers of anthropology. They undoubtedly recognised that there

are cultures authentic in their own right, which are outside their own social order and system of

values. In the 19th century such a pluralistic attitude was remarkably rare. Not even in our

present era is it always easy to imagine other cultures as ‘natural’ and equal to one’s own. The

following notes on the cultural milieu of the Roth family will show that from the start Walter Roth

and his brothers could not take one single view of the world for granted. They had the



advantage (some may call it a disadvantage) of having to see the world from several different

standpoints, and this made them already outsiders to the world they originally inhabited.

Therefore it was ‘natural’ for them to make a mental leap and accept the existence of many, to

some degree equivalent, but different cultures. They recognised other people as strange yet

understandable; not alien, only a different variant of humanity. The Roth brothers had to accept

from an early age that different perspectives could be equally valid when viewing and

describing the world, and this may even have given them their motive to investigate other

cultures.I envisage two main counter-arguments against my reasoning. First, that the Roth

brothers’ original otherness was not fundamental becauseFigure 1.1 Mathias Roth (1818-91)

(Reproduced with the permission of Michael Bennett)it was all within the Western tradition. But

I would say that it was real and deep enough for them to have a more open mind than that of

many of their contemporaries, and that it was unsettling enough to have to reconstruct it. The

second objection could be that they were unable to override completely their own set of values,

and this influenced not only their ethnographic research but also their official activities. This is

an entirely valid argument. The sons of Mathias Roth were children of the Enlightenment, a

European phenomenon putting European values on centre stage. This had a constant effect on

their mental attitudes; they could not shed their own skin completely even though that skin was,

like that of a rhinoceros, full of wrinkles.The Roth Family Background in EuropeLet us go a little

deeper into the Roth family background. The main influence on the Roth boys during their

formative years was their father, Mathias Roth. He was born in 1818 in what is now Slovakia,

then part of Hungary, and within the Hapsburg Empire. The exact location of his birth is still a

matter of debate. His parents were Jewish, and at the time of his birth Jews were not allowed

to live in the so-called ‘Free Royal Cities’ – in fact they were not even allowed to spend one

single night there. Mathias claimed that he was born in Košice, a Free Royal City, but could that

be true? The city archivist, with whom I had a good-humoured argument in 1997, was

convinced that this was impossible. It is indisputable that later during their childhood Mathias

and his brothers did live in the town and that they were the only Jewish children there. Košice is

in Slovakia, but the Roth family was not Slovak. Although the family came originally from what

is now Poland, they considered themselves Hungarians for the following reasons: first, because

there was no Slovak middle-class and they aspired to middle-class status; and second, since

the power was in the hands of the Hungarians it was advantageous to be associated with the

ruling element. On the other hand, Hungarians would never consider them as Hungarians, but

simply as Jews who happened to live outside the close-knit Jewish community.It is not easy to

imagine what life was like for a Jewish youngster in rural or small-town Eastern Europe. Jews

mostly lived in their own villages (shtetls) and were not accepted as part of the community.

Right to the end of the 19th century many restrictions were placed on them, and in some areas

pogroms regularly took place. In order to be more assimilated, integrated and finally accepted,

many young Jewish men embraced the Enlightenment and replaced the study of religious texts

with the study of the sciences, the arts and music. Mathias and his brothers followed this path,

and later, in England, Mathias imparted the Enlightenment values to his sons.From Košice,

Mathias and his brothers travelled to Vienna for further studies. How could their widowed

mother, who ran a kosher restaurant in town, afford to support them? The answer probably lies

in charity as a major factor. In Hungary the custom was that poor Jewish students did what was

called ‘eating days’. In other words, they were invited to a different family each day of the week

for a good meal. It is quite possible that Mathias and his brothers ‘ate days’ in Vienna. But

money spent on their education was not wasted. Of Mathias’s three brothers, David (also

known as Didier and under the pseudonym Beauvais de Saint-Gratien) became a



homoeopathic physician in Paris, doctor and art adviser to the Rothschild family; Felix, a

stockbroker in Vienna who was awarded the knighthood of the Order of Francis Joseph; and

Emerich Emanuel (Imre Mano), a well-known painter and photographer.Mathias received his

Medicinae Doctor (Doctor of Medicine) from Pavia in 1840, and by lucky coincidence this was

the very year when by an extension of rights Jews at last were allowed to settle in Košice.

Taking advantage of the new regulations he returned to his home town and for the next nine

years he practised there as a physician. Later, in partnership with a gentile, he opened a

hydropathic institution.Mathias in EnglandIn 1849 Mathias arrived in England as an asylum

seeker. We do not know what part exactly he played in the 1848–49 Hungarian Revolution and

War of Independence but we do know that – like practically all Jews in the country – he sided

with the Hungarians, who were ultimately defeated, and not with the Austrians or the Slovaks.

We also know that, young as he was, he was asked to be one of the signatories of the petition

to the British Parliament for the emancipation of Jews.Fleeing his native land, he agreed to the

revolutionary government’s request that he carry documents to England. He was apprehended

and imprisoned. His brothers did everything in their power to have him freed, and 60 prominent

citizens of Košice were asked to testify to his good character. All complied except one, who

accused him to the authorities of republican sentiments – but that could have been just

personal enmity (Roth 1888:438).1Once in England, Mathias did not take any overt political

stance except for inviting friends on the anniversary of the start of the revolution. Luckily so,

because the situation was quite complex. The Hungarian revolution had been defeated with the

help of the Russian army, called in by the Austrian Emperor Francis Joseph. The controversial

revolutionary leader Lajos (Louis) Kossuth (1802–94) escaped to Turkey, a country that was at

odds with Russia at the time. Britain, especially Foreign Secretary Palmerston, was opposed to

Russia gaining more power in the Middle East while preferring, for the sake of European

equilibrium, that the Austrian monarchy should survive instead of being broken up into small

statelets. On the other hand, when Kossuth arrived in England from his exile in Turkey, the

influential Peace Society (one of its leaders was John Bright, whose daughter later married

Mathias’s eldest son) warned people against treating him as a romantic hero. In spite of this

warning, Kossuth was enthusiastically received in England by large crowds. However, the

Times newspaper attacked him relentlessly; this may have been the reason that he reported

sick and took to his bed. It was Mathias Roth who was first asked to attend to him as a

physician in spite of the fact that he did not sign the greeting the other Hungarian refugees

presented to Kossuth on his arrival to practise as a homeopath.Mathias and MedicineMathias

possessed a valid qualification as doctor of medicine and could have joined the ranks of the

regular doctors, the allopaths, but he chose to remain a homoeopath because of his conviction

that homoeopathy was the scientific method of medicine. These were days when in England

the profession of physicians and surgeons was still in a fluid state. Therefore it was especially

important – mostly for unacknowledged financial reasons – to segregate quacks and

alternative therapists from those with officially accepted qualifications. The influential journal,

the Lancet, called homoeopathy ‘globule quackery’ (Lancet 1850:300). In 1852 the Committee

of Irregular Practice of the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association (forerunner of the

British Medical Association) decreed that candidates for admission to the Association must

state in writing that they neither were, nor intend to become, professors or practitioners of

homoeopathy. Similarly the Society of Apothecaries would refuse to certify those who held

‘mischievous tendency’ to homoeopathy (London Journal of Medicine 1852:202). Although

Mathias managed to be placed on the first Medical Register in 1858, to the end of his life he

remained within the small group of ostracised homoeopaths. Even so, he managed to earn a



good living.After coming to England, Mathias specialised in what we now call orthopaedics. He

tried to reshape the bodies of young women who became deformed due to the wearing of

corsets, stays, the backboard and countless other artificial mechanical contraptions that were

originally designed to impart good posture but usually had the opposite effect. In general,

Mathias was against mechanical aids. He was especially keen to promote Swedish gymnastics

as developed by Per Henrik Ling (1776–1839).2 Mathias believed that it was the best method,

if not to cure then at least to stabilise, spinal deformities. His enthusiasm for Swedish

gymnastics accounts for the name of his son, Henry Ling Roth. Mathias’s oldest son, Bernard,

who became a regular orthopaedist, also recommended giving up stays and corsets and

plaster jackets. Bernard followed his father in recommending Swedish exercises to his patients,

and his brothers Felix Norman and Reuter, who were physicians, did likewise.Mathias Roth’s

liberal attitudes, as informed by the Enlightenment, cannot be separated from his medical

entrepreneurialism. ‘What can straightening people’s bodies be... [other] than a metaphor for

straightening the political constitutions of state?’ (R Cooter 2003, pers comm). The physical

medicine as pursued by Mathias could have been his way of seeking control, and of

impressing the moral values of his discarded religion through his patients on wider society.The

Roth Circle in EnglandHenry Ling Roth says of his father: ‘He was an industrious, able man,

and got on, but the anti-English feelings which dominated him, and which he was never able to

subdue, caused in later years a good deal of friction between himself and the members of his

family, as well as of the medical profession’ (Norman-Roth 1922:3). The expression ‘anti-

English feelings’ needs some interpretation. It does not mean that Mathias disliked the English.

What he did was to criticise certain English customs and point to practices in other countries

that might provide positive alternatives. He had seen, and he had lived, in different

circumstances; and some of these, he thought, were more desirable than those he

encountered in England. He came from a multicultural environment that was mostly Hungarian,

Slovak and Jewish with a German, Gypsy and Ruthenian element thrown in. As a

consequence, being a Jew, a Hungarian and a homoeopath, he could not fit easily into the

relatively monocultural society of Victorian England.Soon after arriving in England Mathias

married Anna Maria Collins, an English girl from a good middle-class family. They produced

nine children: seven sons and two daughters. It seems that their mother had precious little

influence on the children’s physical and intellectual upbringing, which was firmly dictated by

their father. On the other hand, although Mathias was a nonbeliever, he did make concessions

for his wife’s sake and occasionally sent his brood to church: whatever church happened to be

in the neighbourhood.Within a short time Mathias managed to mix with the English upper

classes; yet his real friends were fellow refugees from the old country in addition to a liberal-

minded, radical and socialist, international crowd. Later in life Henry Ling said that the children

‘got to hate the sight of foreigners, mostly the Hungarians, who came to the house’ (Norman-

Roth 1922:4). Kossuth counted him as a friend, as did Francis Pulszky (1814–97), the politician

and archaeologist around whom the Hungarian refugees gathered and who later, on his return

to Hungary, became director of the National Museum in Budapest. The French socialist Louis

Blanc (1811–82) and the radical Peter Taylor (1819–91) were Mathias’s friends as well.A

younger friend, a talented linguist and pioneer anthropologist, may have been a model for

Mathias’s son Walter. This was Gotlieb Wilhelm Leitner (1840–99). Born in Hungary into the

famous Saphir family, he was adopted by a medical missionary in Turkey. At 15 years of age he

acted as interpreter to the British in Constantinople; and at 21 he was professor of Arabic at

King’s College in London. Leitner spent many years in India teaching, studying native

languages, travelling on ethnographical expeditions, collecting artefacts, publishing journals,



raising money to set up the Oriental University of the Punjab and founding schools, literary

societies and public libraries.Foreigners did not come only for tea and cakes – several resided

in the Roth household. They ranged from housemaids and governesses from German-

speaking countries, ensuring that the children become proficient in foreign languages, to artists

supported by Mathias. Among them were the painter Wolfgang Boehm (1834–1890), brother of

Queen Victoria’s sculptor, Joseph Edgar Boehm and the French sculptor Adolph Megret (1829–

1911).Henry Ling said, and not with approbation, that his father ‘had very peculiar notions as to

education, was a great believer of the one-time famous educationist Pestalozzi, and full of the

ideas of German education of the period, for German ideas dominated Hungary’ (Norman-Roth

1922:3). This one sentence incorporates three points of criticism: of the methods of the

educational reformer Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746–1827); of German education in

general; and of his father’s attachment to his Hungarian roots. How much the regime in the

Roth family was actually based on European educational philosophy, and how much on

Mathias’s own personal view, is debatable. But he certainly insisted on some strange rules.

Henry Ling blamed later health problems on Mathias’s insistence that the boys should run

around barefoot in all weathers. Nursery rhymes and fairy stories were absolutely forbidden.

Instead Mathias engaged foreign teachers to tutor his boys in mathematics, and in the physical

and natural sciences. This brings to mind not only Gradgrind in Hard Times by Dickens but also

a famous Hungarian play, The Tragedy of Man, first published in 1862. In this, Adam the time

traveller arrives in a future where science and technology rule the world. He asks a scientist:

‘Fairy tales that nurses love to tell, do they not fill the children’s tender minds with fancied

things?’ To this the scientist answers: ‘Tis true and therefore our nurses speak of truths

numerical and tell the children of geometry’ (Madách 1963:159).As the boys got older,

University College School, catering to nonconformists and liberals of any hue, was the natural

choice for their schooling. However, two of them were sent to boarding school in Germany after

an unsuccessful escapade when they tried to run away from home. Here again they were

made to feel very much the outsiders. Their German peers’ ‘awe of authority’ (Norman-Roth

1922:10) clashed with their own notion of the importance of the individual, one of the

Enlightenment values instilled in them by their father. In addition, time spent with close family in

Vienna and in Paris introduced them to yet another set of values.ConclusionOutsiders are of

two kinds. There are those who are voluntarily outsiders, and there are those upon whom the

state of being an outsider is thrust. I have tried to show that Walter Roth and his siblings were,

by reasons of their family background, of the latter kind. Then, by exposure to and the study of

different cultures, they became voluntary outsiders and through their ethnography gained a

psychologically more secure position. It has been said that in the act of discovering another

culture the anthropologist actually invents his own; we can see how this in a sense legitimises

an outsider’s own position. The Roth brothers made the otherness that was thrust on them

their norm.Notes1. Actually what was said was ‘quod is Democraticorum principiorum homo

sit’, Košice City Archives (1849) September #3157.2. A special system of physical exercises,

not gymnastics as in the contemporary use of the term.Works CitedLancet (1850) 2, The

globule-quackeryLondon Journal of Medicine (1852) 4, Society of Apothecaries’
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Family Background and Achievements of Walter Edmund RothBarrie ReynoldsThe Roth

FamilyThe professional families of the 19th century produced a number of people who went on

to make their mark in different fields and on different continents. The Roth family was one such.

Today, we are particularly aware of the contributions made to anthropology by two of them,

Henry Ling Roth and Walter Edmund Roth. But they, like some of their brothers and sisters,

made contributions that went beyond this discipline. Family influences had an obviously strong

effect on their thinking and the professions they chose, and instilled in them a driving work

ethic that resulted in a high level of dedication and productivity.The early years of anthropology

provide a rich field for exploration. Most of the leading anthropologists of the late 19th and early

20th centuries had been trained in other disciplines and had a broad range of interests and

experience that extended well beyond anthropology. These influenced the ways they

approached their research and determined their objectives, how they organised their data and

even their findings. To understand them as anthropologists, therefore, it is important that one

takes into account these background influences.To place Henry and Walter Roth in context,

this chapter outlines the diversity of the contributions that members of the Roth family made

across a number of fields, ranging from art to public health, and discusses the importance of

the contributions made to anthropology, particularly by Walter Roth.Mathias RothHenry and

Walter Roth were two of the seven sons and two daughters of Mathias Roth (1818–91). Born in

Hungary, Mathias was the youngest of four brothers: Felix moved to Vienna; David became a

successful homoeopathic doctor in Paris and art adviser to the Rothschild family; Emerich

trained as a portrait painter in Paris and Vienna and later lived in Constantinople and Egypt;

Mathias studied medicine in Vienna and Pavia before returning home to practise.Because of

his involvement in the Revolution, Mathias left Hungary in 1849 to settle in London, where he

married an Englishwoman, Anna Maria Collins, and established a highly successful medical

practice. His homoeopathic interests led him into the field of public hygiene where he made a

number of significant contributions, notably in school hygiene and the health needs of the

working classes. This was, of course, at a time when Victorian England was becoming

increasingly aware of the problems of disease, of the health of the poor and of the need to

raise standards of sanitation.Mathias worked hard. In addition to his clinical work, he taught

hygiene and exercise regimes to groups of teachers and others. In 1857, he was a key founder

of the Ladies Sanitary Association that over the next 30 years was to distribute two million

pamphlets on hygiene and similar topics. He also produced many articles and books, one of

which, on the Gymnastic Exercises of Per Ling, was to run to seven editions by 1887 (Roulet

1892; Reynolds 1990).The Roth Children: Their Early EducationIt was in this busy medical

household that the Roth children grew up. Influenced by their father’s example and with his

encouragement, four of the sons were became doctors and were strongly attracted to public

health and the value of physical exercise. Mathias had firm views on the importance of

education and again applied his professional ideas of exercise to his children. Games were

discouraged in preference to gymnastics. The boys went barefoot for much of the time and led

rather spartan lives. Caning was frequent, a cane being kept in each room. Reading later

accounts of their schooldays, one can perhaps sympathise a little with their father, working

long hours and no longer young, in trying to control his boisterous sons (FN Roth 1922).The

Roth boys were educated at University College School in London and most at schools in

France and Germany. The girls were educated at home. The Roths were Jewish in origin but

Mathias no longer practised his religion. Under the influence of their mother, the children

sometimesFigure 2.1 Henry Ling Roth (1855–1925) (Reproduced with the permission of

Michael Bennett)Figure 2.2 Felix Norman Roth (1857–1921) (Reproduced with the permission



of Michael Bennett)Figure 2.3 Reuter Emerich Roth (1858–1924) (Reproduced with the

permission of the late Jane Roth)Figure 2.4 Walter Edmund Roth (1861–1933) (Reproduced

with the permission of Michael Bennett)attended church, but religion seems to have played

little part in their lives. Yet Walter was later to enjoy good relations with many missionaries and

church leaders. Both he and his older brother Reuter became Freemasons, Walter joining while

at Oxford University.Bernard Mathias RothThe first child, Bernard (1853–1915), trained at

University College Hospital and worked in Paris, Brussels, Vienna and Berlin before joining and

later succeeding his father in his practice, where he was to remain for 27 years, becoming a

prominent orthopaedic surgeon. Bernard was similarly interested in homoeopathy and in

problems of public hygiene. He published various papers and books, including The Treatment

of Lateral Curvature of the Spine (1889).Bernard also became interested in early British coins

and published on the subject. A Vice-President of the British Numismatic Society, he was

elected Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and built a large collection that, after his death,

took three days to auction.Henry Ling RothThe second son, Henry (1855–1925), studied

natural history and philosophy in Germany then visited British Guiana, now Guyana. He spent

1876 and 1877 farming in Russia and wrote the book Agriculture and Peasantry of Eastern

Russia (1878), his first work of an anthropological nature.From 1878, Henry was in

Queensland investigating the sugar industry on behalf of a group of English businessmen.

Returning to Europe in 1883, he wrote on farming practices in south-east France, where his

parents would retire in 1888. Throughout the 1880s, Henry wrote various papers on sugar

cane (climate, indentured labour, diseases and parasites, and the history of cane) but

increasingly, his interest was shifting to anthropology.Henry then worked for the Bankfield

Museum, Halifax, part time from 1890 and full time as Keeper from 1912, and improved greatly

the museum’s exhibitions and educational programmes. His writing began in earnest in 1890

with The Aborigines of Tasmania, which became a standard work for over 50 years. In 1896, he

published The Natives of Sarawak and British North Borneo, drawing upon the papers of Hugh

Brooke Low, and, in 1903, Great Benin, based on the letters and diaries of his brother Felix. In

1906, his numismatic book appeared, Yorkshire Coiners 1767–1783, and, in 1908, The

Discovery and Settlement of Port Mackay, Queensland. He wrote numerous papers, mainly on

crafts and material culture, in the fields of anthropology and local history.In 1917, Henry

published a series of papers describing types of archaeological and ethnographic weaving

looms. These papers, reprinted in book form in 1918 under the title Studies in Primitive Looms,

became a standard work which was still required reading in 1951 for anthropology students at

Cambridge.For much of his anthropological career, Henry’s role was that of armchair

ethnologist, collating data from fieldworkers, especially on material culture and technology, and

re-working this information into broader comprehensible groupings. He kept in touch with his

brother Walter, and drew on Walter’s field knowledge, in both Australia and British Guiana, for

his own museum work and papers.Felix Norman RothThe third son, Felix (1857–1921), chose

a career in marine engineering and spent 16 years in vessels sailing between England and

South Africa and in the Pacific. Much of his time was spent as Chief Engineer in vessels plying

along the Queensland coast and to New Guinea, rising to Superintendent Engineer. In 1888,

however, he decided to change to medicine and enrolled for seven months at the Macquarie

Street Infirmary, Sydney, before returning to London to complete his training.In 1892, Felix was

appointed to the Colonial Service as a medical officer, based in southern Nigeria and, in 1894,

was attached to the Benin Expedition (see Chapter 4 in this volume). Afterwards, he returned

to his post as medical officer and sometimes acting vice-consul but the tropical Nigerian

coastal region took a heavy toll on his health and, in 1898, he was invalided home. In 1901, he



was appointed house surgeon to St Mary’s Hospital.Felix’s few publications were limited to

short notes on medicine, a joint ethnographic paper on southern Nigeria and his reminiscences

as an ‘Engineer Doctor’ (FN Roth 1922).Reuter Emerich RothThe fourth son, Reuter (1858–

1924), qualified as a doctor in 1881 and moved to Sydney to practise. Like his father, he was

interested in public health and the exercise theories expounded by Per Ling, and introduced his

ideas to Australia. He lectured for many years at Sydney Technical College and focused on the

practical health requirements of schools, from building and school furniture design to hygiene.

Appointed medical inspector in the Department of Public Instruction, he provided advice to

schools on exercise regimes for pupils.Reuter helped establish what is now the physiotherapy

department of the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, where he served as honorary medical officer

until 1918. In 1888, he formed the Ladies Sanitary Association in Sydney, as his father had

done in London, and became its honorary secretary. He was involved as a founder and held

key offices in a number of important organisations, notably St John’s Ambulance, Red Cross

and the Royal Life Saving Association.As a schoolboy, Reuter developed an interest in the

army, joining the City of London Rifle Brigade Cadet Corps and, in 1874, the Artists’ Rifles. In

1890, he was appointed captain-surgeon to the New South Wales Public Schools Cadet

Force.Reuter served with distinction in the Boer War, being mentioned in dispatches and

awarded the Distinguished Service Order. On his return to Australia he was appointed principal

medical officer of Commonwealth forces in New South Wales. During the First World War he

served with equal distinction in Gallipoli, Egypt and France, being promoted to colonel and

Deputy Director of Medical Services in 1916. Wounded later that year he was invalided home

to an administrative appointment. Reuter retired in 1921 with the rank of honorary brigadier-

general, and died in Noumea while on a diplomatic mission.During his military career, Reuter

was described as ‘energetic, efficient and respected for his ability to delegate and

consult’ (Walker 1988:462–63). He was twice mentioned in dispatches and made a Companion

of the Order of St Michael and St George in 1917. He had earlier been appointed a Knight of

Grace in the Order of St John of Jerusalem for his work with the Ambulance Brigade.Reuter

made valuable organisational contributions to Australian public health and medicine. His few

writings were confined to these interests. He was close to his brother Walter, and gave him

significant support during his years in Australia.Other Daughters and Younger SonsThe fifth

son, Walter Edmund, is discussed separately later in this chapter. Of the two youngest

brothers, Richard Cuvier (1863–1937) spent much of his adult life in a medical institution.

Alfred Lawrence (1866–87) enlisted in 1887 in the Canadian North-West Mounted Police,

giving his background as ‘medical student’. Appointed a hospital steward, he died of typhoid

fever at Regina in December. Had he survived, he too, no doubt, would have become a

doctor.Of the two daughters of Mathias, Julia Anna (1854–1935?) remained as her mother’s

companion until her death in 1907. Her sister, Edith May (1868–1959), became an

accomplished portrait painter, exhibiting her work frequently at the Royal Academy from 1897

to 1925. Anthropologists know her best, however, for her illustrations of the 1890 first edition of

Henry’s Aborigines of Tasmania.Walter Edmund RothWalter (1861–1933) studied natural

sciences at University College, being awarded a Silver Medal in Zoology and Comparative

Anatomy, then at Oxford University in preparation for a medical career. At Oxford, he became

aware of anthropology at the Pitt Rivers Museum, before returning to London, in 1884, to begin

medical training at St Thomas’s Hospital.In 1886, Walter also enrolled as a law student but,

late in 1887, suspended his studies in both law and medicine and moved to Australia. For the

next few years, he taught at Brisbane and Sydney grammar schools and was the Foundation

Director of the South Australian School of Mines in Adelaide. Early in 1891, however, Walter



resumed his medical training at St Thomas’s, returning to Sydney in mid-1892 to be a locum

for his brother Reuter, and then, throughout 1893, in a medical partnership in Young, New

South Wales.Even before he qualified, Walter was writing on public health. In 1884, he

published in the British Medical Journal on the school hygiene exhibits at the International

Health Exhibition in London, in which his father’s displays figured prominently. In 1886, he

published The Elements of School Hygiene, drawing heavily, no doubt, on his father’s work.

The bibliography alone ran to some 700 references. This was favourably reviewed in the British

Medical Journal.TheatreWalter then focused on public theatres, publishing two papers, ‘Fires in

theatres’ (1887) and ‘Hygiene of the theatre’ (1888), with the whimsical subtitle of ‘Histrionic

hygiene’, and, in early 1888, a book, Theatre Hygiene (1888a), dedicated to his brother Alfred,

which sought to set standards of construction, fire safety and hygiene. He lectured at the

Sydney Technical College and gave a paper at the foundation meeting, in 1888, of the

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, which promptly set up a committee,

including Walter, ‘to consider certain points in the Construction and Hygienic Requirements of

Places of Amusement in Sydney’ (Report of the AAAS 1889:xxxiii). Walter’s interest in theatres

led to his being appointed honorary surgeon to the Imperial Opera House and Her Majesty’s

Theatre, Sydney. However, his links with the theatre declined as his interests shifted elsewhere

and his work on theatre hygiene gained little Australian recognition.NumismaticsSoon after his

arrival in Sydney in 1887, Walter’s interests took a turn that marked his first real involvement

with material culture. He built a large collection of Australian coins, tokens and medals, which,

in 1893, he sold to David Scott Mitchell. When Mitchell’s historical collections later passed to

the State Library to form the Mitchell Library, the numismatic collection was included.Walter

wrote a catalogue of tokens (1893?) and, jointly with Arthur Basset Hull, began a history of

early Australian coinage (1899). These unpublished manuscripts formed the major resource for

the handbook Australasian Tokens and Coins, by Arthur Andrews, published by the Mitchell

Library in 1921. Later writers (for example, Myatt & Hanley 1982) also drew on these texts and

on Walter’s 1895 series of popular articles in the Queenslander on ‘A numismatic history of

Australia’.Although by 1900 Walter’s interests had shifted elsewhere, his contributions to

Australian numismatics proved significant. It is unlikely that there would have been a

numismatic collection in the Mitchell Library if David Scott Mitchell had not acquired the Roth

collection. There would then have been no 1921 catalogue. Furthermore, Andrews relied

heavily on Walter’s, and to a lesser extent, Hull’s writings. His handbook, and the history of

Australian numismatics, would have been far poorer without these mainly unpublished sources

(Reynolds 2003, 2004).MedicineThis early phase in Walter’s career ended in 1893. He had

been very active in Young, serving as locum to his senior partner and medical officer to the

hospital and giving classes in first aid and home nursing for the St John’s Ambulance

Association, which made him an honorary life member early in the year. It would seem,

however, that a country town offered too little for the energetic and ambitious Walter.In

November, he suddenly left Young, despite the high local regard in which he was held, to sail

as a ship’s doctor to China and Japan and offered his services to the latter in the Sino-

Japanese War that had erupted. This offer was refused, and by March 1894, he was back in

Brisbane, where he published his impressions of life and culture in these two countries.The

second phase in Walter’s career was his work in Queensland. In April 1894, he was appointed

surgeon to the hospital at Boulia and subsequently at Cloncurry and Normanton. The demands

of his professional work in Boulia were very light, leaving him free to devote time to the study of

local Aboriginal language and culture. He continued this study at the other centres. His training

in biology and medicine, and the powers of observation and clear description that these had



encouraged, proved invaluable. The result was his 1897 book, Ethnological Studies among the

North-West-Central Queensland Aborigines.Northern Protector of Aboriginals, QueenslandIn

1897, the Queensland Government created the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the

Sale of Opium Act, and Walter was appointed Protector of Aboriginals for the Northern and

Central Divisions of the State and based in Cooktown. In addition to applying the Act, he was

also to provide medical services and submit scientific reports on the Aborigines. Archibald

Meston was appointed Southern Protector, to be based in Brisbane. The two Protectors

answered to the Home Secretary, initially through William Parry-Okeden as overall Queensland

Protector, a post he held in addition to his substantive responsibility as Police Commissioner.

Parry-Okeden had met Walter in Cloncurry and had been instrumental in his appointment as

Protector. Magistrates and police were appointed as local protectors answerable to the two

new Protectors.The Act was not well received by employers and others who saw it as an

impediment to their dealings with Aborigines. As is all too common, their complaints often took

the form of personal attacks on the Protector. Since the Act had been created to curb the illicit

sale of grog and opium, the exploitation of Aborigines in employment and their sexual abuse,

the potential for conflict was there from the outset. At this period, the Far North was not the

peaceful region it is today. Gold miners, pearl-fishing crews and station owners were often

harsh in their dealings with Aborigines. Aboriginal employees were often cheated out of their

wages on stations and vessels. Someone strong was needed to apply the new Act, and Walter

Roth appears to have been an appropriate choice.Venereal disease and the trade in opium

and grog were widespread and were closely associated with the prostitution of Aboriginal

women to Chinese and Europeans. The protection of neglected children, especially those of

only part-Aboriginal parentage, was again the responsibility of the Protectors.Walter Roth’s

Approach to his Work. Walter embarked on his new role with energy and enthusiasm. He

travelled widely throughout the region, spending up to eight months in the field annually, and

dealt with the substantial volume of work generated by the new legislation. He also sent to

Brisbane a steady stream of scientific reports on the Aboriginal communities he visited. In

1900, he was given a vessel, the Melbidir, to help him patrol more effectively the pearl-fishing

industry and to assist in his touring work.
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